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THE BODIES REMAINED 
 
 
 
 
THE BODIES REMAINED in doubt and it rained with the single figure 
in white.  Guesses were not enough because figures in the night were 
mounted in purple iron and petrified flags.  The sedated raised their hands 
and this was interpreted as a signal to the buds and petals in the scrolls. 
 
The bodies shifted a bit and it rained inside the thumbs.  Opinion was 
controlled by the owl starving in the tree.  One tear was borrowed from the 
water.  Two fists were taken by force and given a bowl of rice.  Metaphysical 
light is not a concept. 
 
The bodies turned toward the sun and it rained in-between the wings.  
Moist lips are on their way to becoming human while peace for five was 
given.  From birth to the soul is an imaginary game.  The separation of a leaf 
from a tree involves gravity, destruction, and a turn to the west. 
 
The bodies held themselves and sank while it rained hemlocks and nectar.  
In the painting, the swallow laughs at the seashell and uncovers a madman 
inside the green bread while, in the right corner, a lentil sits in the center of 
a white tablecloth. 
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IT COULD SAY 
 
 
 
 
EUROPEAN DROUGHTS were revealing centuries of old hunger 
stones.  It must have been many mirrors in the river.  The Augustinian friars 
of medieval Cambridge had nearly twice the incidence of intestinal parasites 
as the general population possibly because they fertilized their friary gardens 
with their own feces.  The wise ones ate nothing but alphabet soup.  Long 
tailed macaques were using stone tools to masturbate.  It is written on the 
ancient cave walls near Bordonne.  Among a newly discovered species of 
walking shark, both slender juveniles and neonates with bulging bellies, 
move identically whether they are walking slowly, walking quickly, or 
swimming.  Great white sharks were not included in the study because they 
run all the time and never sleep in their lifetimes.  Among Americans, LSD 
use has quadrupled, and among young Americans, marijuana and 
hallucinogen use has reached new highs.  The ashes of dead rulers may have 
been incorporated into the rubber walls of the Mayan ball game once their 
remains had spent 260 days in the Cave of Death.  Room in the caverns for 
the freshly deceased kings was limited due to the masturbating macaques. 
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ROBERT BLY’S SCARECROW 

 
 
 
 
ONE YEAR AFTER HIS DEATH, the poet appears in my backyard, old 
hat over his head.  I see his sockets are empty of eyes.  Perhaps, he gave the 
crows a gift to take to the other side.  His bony arms extend like he has been 
crucified, the long-sleeved red shirt scaring no one.  Yet, he is the poet who 
never dies.  His long white hair is dirty with leaves he tossed in the winter 
air.  I can tell he is disappointed with me because of something I have not 
done.  The scarecrow does not move in the frozen moments of a setting sun.  
The resurrected poet frightens me by reciting a poem I cannot hear, his 
mouth moving through his mask of ice. 
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BOOK OF WHISPERS 
 
 
 
 
IS IT THE RACE TO THE SUN where a child waits for his father to 
die?  Perhaps, it is the old man peeling bark from his face or the misspelled 
train rushing past El Paso.  God answers, but the spider in the heart is not a 
symbol made to be understood.  It will build its web then die.  The syllables 
that end in whispers are being swept illegally across the Chihuahua desert.  
Frightened by thought and pity, the bells ring and the saints in the church 
stare at each other, though the first man to be hungry in the new year 
crosses the street and sits in a café.  His whispers can’t be heard so he is safe 
from confusion, the warm tortilla in his hands folding into a burned world, 
the brown marks reminding him of what he tasted long ago.  
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CHAMBERINO, NEW MEXICO, 1978 

 
 
 
 
THE CROSS BURNED ON CHRISTMAS EVE and signaled that 
someone was hiding in the black ruins of the town, morning shapes praying 
to a desert god that no longer existed, black windows covering the tiny 
houses with a faith stolen from the men on horseback with their lances that 
could form crosses. They could even get me inside unwritten history books 
by those who still believed in hiding each night. The cross sent a light across 
the road where I witnessed the dogs of Chamberino devour a huge carcass 
that had flown in above the shadows of the cross, a sound of gorging similar 
to the noise of buildings coming down with blood and bone from those who 
turned their backs because they would be buried there. I was among the 
faces on the other side of the wall that used to hold the cross whose smoke 
destroyed an old belief in time for the river to wash it away. 
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TEARING THE ROOSTER APART 
 

After forgetting to respond to a solicitation to 
submit poems to an anti-war anthology 

 
 
 
 
TO TEAR THE ROOSTER APART, the young boy whistles in the air 
for a weapon from his mother and father.  To dismember the rooster, the 
boy touches what is hidden in his pants pocket and leaves the house.  To 
destroy the rooster, the boy decides to walk a street.  When he comes to an 
alley, he enters as a girl. To pull feathers out of his mind, the boy leans 
against the wall and demands the false teeth of his father.   
 
To tear the rooster apart, a heavy metal culture emerges in the Middle East, 
thousands of young Muslims forming rock bands and worshipping Black 
Sabbath, Metallica, Scorpion, and other U.S. metal monsters.  Huge festivals 
are held in Morocco, Beirut, and Barisa, thousands of death metal Muslims 
screaming in defense of jailed metal heads.  Posters with the rooster symbol 
announce in huge red letters, “Music is the weapon of the future.” 
 
To fry the rooster in the air, the boy of tomorrow darkens his face with the 
ashes of his mother.  To taste the first shred, the young man spray paints 
pictures on the brick walls of the alley, the poem, at last, coming to life.  To 
burn his tongue, the young man whitewashes everything and gropes his way 
out of the city.  To eat the rooster and leave bones for future sons, an old 
man throws up tiny hens that have pecked at his belly.  
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CONVERSION  

 
 
 
 
WHO INVENTED THE BROKEN TWIG and sang two songs.  Who 
mistook a dragonfly for a butterfly seeking his shoulder.  Who feared 
blackberries and ate peaches the color of sunrise.  Who found snow in the 
pine and a broken lantern in its roots.  Who ran naked across a cemetery 
and dreamed of cut fingernails.  Who asked forgiveness and resembled mist 
rising from soaked lawns.  Who saw two moons in the sky and counted his 
neighbor’s sheep.  Who made small talk at the straw lying on the barn floor.  
Who assumed the hawk stance and fled through the flame.  Who arrived 
alone and played seven guitars until dawn.  Who mistook the crushed toad 
for a flower in the road.  Who recited with vowels and ended with a lost 
note.  Who threw stones at the mask and missed the face. Who went into a 
blackened church with the words of old men.  Who had a dream of the 
dung beetle and understood.  
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“I HAVE ALWAYS REJECTED THE 
IDEA OF BEING MISUNDERSTOOD”
      Fernando Pessoa 

 
 
 
 
FERNANDO PESSOA is running out of time.  The ghosts of young men 
are searching for him.  He has stopped chasing what he believes in.  This 
means he will not change his socks until the day he dies.  It leaves the 
impression that Fernando is quietly insane but, the truth is he believes he 
has the right to live forever under the floorboards of his kitchen.  There is 
enough room down there to hide and set up a nice sleeping and dreaming 
place.  Who cares that no one is going to come over and check on him lying 
in the space below the floor?  In one of his rare waking moments, Fernando 
realizes he does not own his soul.  This is devastating because no one cares 
and the ghosts that wanted to grab him have given up because Fernando got 
a great price for his soul.  One day, it will be revealed how much he made on 
spiritual values.  In the meantime, he admits he is only concerned with 
himself and, after sitting up in bed, agrees to put on a new pair of socks. 
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The Prose Poem:  
Accepting the sentence and paragraph 
 

 

 

 

THE PROSE POEM is created from accepting the sentence and 

paragraph as functional components of poetic forms that move away 

from line breaks and stanzas to approach poetry in an unexpected 

manner.  If breath and image wrap themselves around linear movement 

to build stanzas in a traditional use of poetry, the prose poem recognizes 

that the visual and linguistic power of the sentence is as crucial as the 

line and goes beyond it when each prose poem becomes a miniature 

world within itself.  Each of the words within the paragraph is as 

important as the previous one in the sentence.  Momentum in a prose 

poem depends on every word and sentence in the block text. When a 

prose poet focuses on these sentences, images and tone depend on those 

sentences to move the experience being written about, until the new 

paragraph frees the internal experience encountered by the writer and 

reader.  The block text becomes a vibrant form that allows immersion 

into the text and a close reading within the visual component of 

paragraphs. 
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Bring It by Ray Gonzalez. Ink on paper. 9 x 12 inches. 2012. By permission. 
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Fate by Ray Gonzalez. Ink on paper. 9 x 12 inches. 2012. By permission.  
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Heart by Ray Gonzalez. Ink on paper. 9 x 12 inches. 2012. By permission.  
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Paradura by Ray Gonzalez. Ink on paper. 9 x 12 inches. 2012. By permission. 
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Piano Player by Ray Gonzalez. Ink on paper. 9 x 12 inches. 2012. By 
permission.  
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What Freedom by Ray Gonzalez. Ink on paper. 9 x 12 inches. 2012. By 
permission. 
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Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 

 

INTERVIEW WITH RAY GONZALEZ 
 
 
Ray Gonzalez is the author of 16 books of poetry including the newly published 
Suggest Paradise (University of New Mexico Press). He received a 2018 Poetry 
Fellowship from the Library of Congress and has won three Minnesota Book Awards. 
He is Professor Emeritus at the University of Minnesota where he recently retired. 
 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: I’m pleased to get to interview you and I have many 
questions so I’ll just get right to them. As a professor in the MFA Creative 
Writing Program at the University of Minnesota do you teach flash fiction, 
prose poetry, and/ or magical realism? If so, are there particular writers you 
explore? Specific textbooks you use? What do you see as the toughestconcept 
to get across to your students on writing short? 
 
Ray Gonzalez: I just retired from the university this past May. I taught 
poetry, the prose poem, flash fiction, and other short forms, along with 
different literature classes. I used many books and writers over 26 years of 
teaching what I love and watched as the prose poem became more 
mainstream. More young poets are writing them because they see how the 
prose poem paragraph bristles with narrative, tone, and imagery, as it moves 
back and forth and down the page just like a line break poem but, they see 
the form sets poets free to compress an experience, fictionalize it at times or, 
simply become another finely tuned form that is magnetic and surprises you 
at how much one paragraph can contain. I believe linear poems do the same 
yet, by not worrying about where to indent the next line, the prose poet 
races along with a determined text—that vocal, imagistic, and self-revealing 
language that says it is all right here and now it is up to the reader.  
 
Some of the writers I used in my classes ranged from Charles Simic, who 
passed away recently. His book of prose poetry, The World Doesn’t End, is 
important and shows what images can do in a prose poem. Also, the great 
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French writer Max Jacob who was executed by the Nazis in World War II. 
Books by Rosemary Waldrep, Gary Young, Cesar Vallejo, Morton Marcus, 
and James Tate. Several Latin American writers who used the prose poem to 
go beyond the expected line break and stanza poetic experience were key–
writers like Vicente Huidobro and Cesar Vallejo. 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: Your courses sound fascinating, based on the writers 
whose work you feature. Why do you think short-short work has become so 
popular lately? Do you think it’s here to stay or is it likely to fade out of 
popularity (as it seems to have done in the 1950s)? 
 
Gonzalez: It is here to stay because most people have short attention spans 
influenced by the internet. I don’t say that in a negative way. I have observed 
over the decades that people would rather take on a short paragraph than 
read a poem like T.S. Eliot’s “The Wasteland.” Too long. 
 
On the other side, prose poetry and short forms are being written by many 
good writers because the evolution of poetic language dictates a prose 
freedom with words where images extend themselves. This means that the 
experience a poet and reader encounter in a stanza is formed by seeing it 
come alive in the sentences caught in a prose poem. It is a mystery, at times, 
because the careful writer senses there is something in those sentences and 
paragraph that will rise when a poem is functioning through several readings 
of prose rhythms. By writing, there is hope it will be a fresh picture of the 
experience. I am glad poetry is being created in this manner. 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: I have a copy of No Boundaries, the fine anthology you 
edited. I appreciate it that you acquired ten prose poems from each of the 
twenty-four iconic writers included. Doing so helps give readers a taste of 
those prose poets’ concerns, styles, and methods. Now, twenty years later, 
who else would you add to an anthology of important prose poets? 
 
Gonzalez: It is hard to say, Rosemary Waldrep and some of James Wright’s 
prose poems should have been included. 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: Your own work in prose poetry stands out. Roy G. 
Guzmán said about your work: “He knows when to walk into a poem and 
when to walk away, leaving everything around haunted.” I agree with him; 
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you do have that ability. In an interview I read at the Poetry Foundation site, 
I came across your wonderful description of prose poetry. You said, “Prose 
poems allow the poet to condense the world into a tiny paragraph that 
contains huge worlds trying to get out.” What attracts you most to writing 
prose poetry? Why not let those worlds  trying to get out be made into a 
longer story or a novel? What makes compression such an important and 
memorable concept? 
 
Gonzalez: The paragraph is a powerful poetic form that propels poetry 
beyond the wonderful and established expectations of line breaks and 
stanzas. The paragraph is manipulation at the hands of the poet. It works 
through the sentence, another form that is important. If line breaks and 
stanzas teach you about language, imagery, and text, the paragraph says the 
hidden mind of the poet uses narrative moments and declarative sentences 
to show linguistic revelation can lie behind a straight line without the 
constant need to break that line. This makes prose poems faster to write and 
read, and keeps the reader aware of every breathing moment in the words 
and collected sentences. Breath is not forgotten when you read a prose poem 
and writing one means you accept the borders of the paragraph when really 
those borders may exist visually but, there are no boundaries in a prose 
poem paragraph. I like the speed of the language even if it is a quiet text. 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: I collect gods and goddesses from all cultures and find 
them fascinating. I was delighted to run across this quotation from you on 
myth from Poets & Writers magazine where you said, "Mythology is not dead, 
it is only weighed down by technology, the Internet, and the competitive 
literary world that often smirks at the idea of anything mythological that 
might impinge on the cool, postmodern approach to writing... It takes 
courage to say there are myths that still need to be told." 

 
By the way, I found this quotation stored in my flash fiction course 
information from 2010. I’ve been promoting your words for some time now. 
Do you still believe there are myths that need to be told? How do you use 
myth in your work? Do you make use of a particular culture’s mythology or 
are you also inspired by other cultures? Are you ever inspired by Greek 
myth? 
 
Gonzalez: It is easy to say ancient Aztec myths of the Americas inspire me 
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because I am Latino but, that notion has to come to life in the work of the 
poet regardless of culture and I believe poetry needs to stand as a universal 
experience regardless of its form. Language rises from what we see and 
believe as poets and many writers go beyond that to create their own truths 
and lies under the larger label of “myth.” Students have asked me over the 
years whether a poem needs to contain truthful facts and action at all times. 
I always said no because poetic truth through a prose poem, for example, is 
what the poet wants it to be and fictional moments enter prose poems all 
the time. It is a magical way of telling the truth as the poem explodes. 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: I read in the Fall/Winter 2003 issue of Double Room 
that you are an admirer of Eduardo Galeano’s work. I have three of his 
collections and I can’t explore and praise his work enough. I think he’s 
outstanding for challenging a reader’s habitual thoughts.  
 
About him you said:  “The great Uruguay writer Eduardo Galeano deserves 
a larger audience among writers of flash fictions and prose poetry. His work 
is magical and political, and weaves the mystery of prose poems with the 
mad fabulism of the best Latin American writers.”  
 
Twenty years later does Galeano remain one of your favorites? Are there any 
particular pieces that fascinate you? What makes them stand out? Which 
pieces strike you as most magical? Can you give us an example of Latin 
American writers’ “mad fabulism”? 
 
Gonzalez: Galeanos’ The Book of Embraces is like a bible to many writers. It is 
tough and beautiful and shows what Galeano does with the short form and 
that he was not afraid to write what he needed during life in Latin America 
and its dangerous history. Those pieces are a cry to the citizens of oppressive 
countries and are a guiding map for writers who want their poems to stand 
for justice. 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: Which of your collections focus on magical realism? Do 
you agree with Luis Leal’s words about magical realism? He said, “The 
magical realist does not try to copy the surrounding reality or to wound it 
but to seize the mystery that breathes behind things.” 
 
Gonzalez: I like the idea of surrealism more than magical realism. A poem 
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has an immediate tone of magic realism when a close reading of the text 
brings it forward. My focus, over the years, on the landscape of the 
Southwestern U.S. shows my surreal obsessions with landscape and 
existence within the mountains, deserts, and wild canyons. Landscape that 
comes to life through a poem keeps the poet there with a strength 
unimaginable until you write a new prose poem. That is the magic and the 
realism is the poet inventing himself, over and over. 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: I have a copy of Sudden Fiction Latino (that you edited 
with Robert Shapard and James Thomas) and I would recommend it to 
anyone who seeks good flash fiction. Which of your own collections include 
the most flash fiction pieces?  
  
Gonzalez: The Religion of Hands (University of Arizona) is pure flash fiction, 
along with Circling the Tortilla Dragon (Creative Arts, out of print). My prose 
poem books are Human Crying Daisies (Red Hen Press, out of print) and Cool 
Auditor (BOA Editions).  
 
Casto for O:JA&L: Looks like I’m going to have to go on a book-buying 
spree soon. I’m eager to read your work that I’m not familiar with. Now that 
you’ve retired do you plan to write other collections? Create new 
anthologies? Do you have some new projects in the works already? Do you 
have plans for works you’ve not yet started? Can you give us a taste of what’s 
to come? More, please. Readers and writers need more of your work.  
 
Gonzalez: My future writing projects include a new linear poem manuscript 
and a new prose poem manuscript but neither one is organized. 
 
Casto for O:JA&L: I’ve learned a lot from this interview and I’m sure our 
readers and aspiring writers will learn a lot too. Ray Gonzalez, I thank you 
for all the great information you’ve provided. I look forward to reading more 
of your work.  
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ABOUT THE INTERVIEWER: 

 
 

PAMELYN CASTO, twice a Pushcart Prize nominee, has published feature-
length articles on flash fiction in Writer’s Digest (and in their other 
publications), Fiction Southeast, and Writing World (and elsewhere). Her essay 
on flash fiction and myth appears in Rose Metal Press’s Field Guide to Writing 
Flash Fiction: Tips From Editors, Teachers, and Writers in the Field and her 8,000-
word essay on flash fiction is included in Books And Beyond: The Greenwood 
Encyclopedia of New American Reading (4 volumes). She also has a 5,000-word 
article on flash fiction as the lead article in the new book Critical Insights: Flash 
Fiction.  
 
Subscribe to her free online monthly FlashFictionFlash newsletter (first issue 
published in 2001) for markets, contests, and publishing news for flash 
literature writers. Casto is an Associate Editor at O:JA&L.  
 
Pamelyn Casto's new book FLASH FICTION: ALIVE IN THE FLICKER 
(A PORTABLE WORKSHOP), a new release from O:JA&L's Buttonhook 
Press, is available now on Amazon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pamelyn-casto-73662593/
https://groups.io/g/FlashFictionFlash
https://ojalart.com/?s=Pamelyn+Casto
https://www.amazon.com/Flash-Fiction-Flicker-Portable-Workshop-ebook/dp/B0BG68TQFB/ref=sr_1_17?crid=3QD2UYJ1UDH61&keywords=casto&qid=1671546639&s=books&sprefix=cast%2Cstripbooks%2C700&sr=1-17
https://www.amazon.com/Flash-Fiction-Flicker-Portable-Workshop-ebook/dp/B0BG68TQFB/ref=sr_1_17?crid=3QD2UYJ1UDH61&keywords=casto&qid=1671546639&s=books&sprefix=cast%2Cstripbooks%2C700&sr=1-17
https://www.amazon.com/Flash-Fiction-Flicker-Portable-Workshop-ebook/dp/B0BG68TQFB/ref=sr_1_17?crid=3QD2UYJ1UDH61&keywords=casto&qid=1671546639&s=books&sprefix=cast%2Cstripbooks%2C700&sr=1-17
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The Buttonhook Press Pamphlet Series 
 

2020 
 

Safe Spaces: A Pretty Lie 
Editorials on Issues of Poetic Practice by Rachel Custer 

 

Against Art as a Radical Subjectivity 
Editorials on Issues of Poetic Practice by Rachel Custer 

 

Songs on the Way to God: A Theory of Poetics 
Editorials on Issues of Poetic Practice by Rachel Custer 

 

The Artistic Power of Silence: On Letting Art Speak for Itself 
Editorials on Issues of Poetic Practice by Rachel Custer 

 

Special Edition: Experimental Discourse 
…are serious offenses, and… 

A closet drama in two acts by Anthony Hamilton 
 

How to Love a Headstone 
Poetry by Sloane Asakura 

 

The Last of the Gallants 
Poetry by Atar Hadari 

 

2021 
 

Salt 
Poetry by Amanda Leal 

 

Deer in Fog at Twilight Near Squalicum Lake Road 
Poetry by Richard Widerkehr 

 

Democracy has Lifted Up Its Voice 
Poetry by Mike Puican 

 

2YC Review: The Works 
Poetry and creative prose by members  

of the Two-Year College Caucus at AWP 
 

Promises 
Poetry by Ellis Elliott 

 

Home 
Poetry by Amanda Leal 

 

Study of Burkas 
A poem by Dana Sonnenschein 

 

The Open Window 
Flash vignettes by O.G. Rose 
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https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press-2021-pamphlet-serieswriters-portfoliopoetry-all-forms-stylesmike-puicandemocracy-has-lifted-its-voice/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press-2021-pamphlet-seriespoetry-proseworks-by-membersof-the-two-year-college-caucus-at-awp2yc-review-the-works/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press-2021-pamphlet-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesellis-elliottpromises/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2021-pamphlet-series-writers-portfoliopoetry-all-forms-stylesamanda-lealhome/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press-2021-pamphlet-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesdana-sonnenscheinstudy-of-burkas/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press-2021-pamphlet-seriesflash-discourse-annual-call-for-themed-submissionssuper-flash-100-words2021-theme-vignette-the-open-windowo-g-rosethe-open-window/
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Light in the Cathedral: Russian/English Poems 
Poetry in two languages by Andrey Gritsman 

 

2022 
 

Poems for Families 
Poetry by Kirby Olson 

 

Mogollon Rim 
Poetry by Allisa Cherry 

 

Hanno 
Poetry by John-Michael Bloomquist 

 

Poem scrawled on a maize-sheaf for her (last offering) 
Poetry and art by Arturo Desimone 

 

The Curve of the Open Page 
A poem by Bruce Bond 

 

Murder in the House: The "Nutshells" of Frances Glessner Lee 
Poetry by Jessica Purdy 

 

War and Riff 
Haibun by Keith Polette 

 

Family Photo of America 
Poetry by Lynn Potts 

 

Chester River Reverie 
Poetry by Priscilla Long 

 

Salton Sea 
A short story by Mike Murray 

 

High Fashion 
A poetry & photography collaboration 

by Adjei Agyei-Baah and Jerome Berglund 
 

A Balloon Called Young America 
Poetry by Jennifer Clark (in press) 

 

2023 
 

Perseus with the Head of Medusa 
Editorial on an issue of contemporary aesthetics  

by Contributing Editor Mick McGrath 
 

 
 

More titles in press 

 

https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2021-pamphlet-series-writers-portfoliopoetry-all-forms-stylesandrey-gritsmanlight-in-the-cathedralrussian-english-poems/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-series-writers-portfoliopoetry-all-forms-styleskirby-olsonpoems-for-families/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2021-pamphlet-series-writers-portfoliopoetry-all-forms-stylesallisa-cherrymogollon-rim/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2021-pamphlet-series-writers-portfoliopoetry-all-forms-stylesallisa-cherrymogollon-rim/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-series-writers-portfoliopoetry-all-forms-stylesjohn-michael-bloomquisthanno/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press-2021-pamphlet-serieswriters-portfoliopoetry-all-forms-stylesarturo-desimonepoem-scrawled-on-a-maize-sheaf-for-her-last-offering/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesbruce-bondthe-curve-of-the-open-page/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press-2022-pamphlet-seriesamericanajessica-purdymurder-in-the-housethe-nutshells-of-frances-glessner-lee/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-seriesmixed-forms-haibunkeith-polettewar-and-riff/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesamericanalynne-pottsfamily-photo-of-america/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesamericanapriscilla-longchester-river-reverie/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-seriesprose-discourse-short-story-to-10000-wordsmike-murraysalton-sea/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-series-featured-collaborationpoetry-all-forms-styles-fine-art-photographyadjei-agyei-baah-jerome-berglundhigh-fashion/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-pamphlet-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesamericanajennifer-clarka-balloon-called-young-america/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2023-pamphlet-serieseditorials-on-issues-of-contemporary-aestheticscontributing-editor-mick-mcgrathperseus-with-the-head-of-medusa/
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The Buttonhook Press CHAPBOOK Series  

 

2020 
 

O:JA&L Pushcart Prize Nominees: 2018 
 

O:JA&L Pushcart Prize Nominees: 2019 
 

Something Else About Mary (Exclusive subscriber content) 
(from WIP NOT FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL) 

Flash Fiction by Kent Dixon 
 

Flash Fiction: A Primer 
A writer’s resource by Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 

 

Poetry: Three Essays on Craft 
by O:JA&L Featured Writers 

 

Ray-the Roo 
Experimental Discourse by Associate Editor WJP Newnham 

 

Horse: 4 Frames 
Haibun by Associate Editor Jeff Streeby 

 

2021 
 

Just Willie Please: Eight Flash Fiction Tales 
A flash fiction sequence by Don Robishaw 

 

The Imp of the Perverse: Edgar Allan Poe’s Misplaces Youth 
An essay from a longer academic WIP by Anne Whitehouse 

 

The First Annual O:JA&L Prize for Flash Discourse 
Selected and with an introduction  
by Associate Editor PamelynCasto 

The 10 Best Flash Narratives 2017-2021 
 

Here Comes Herodotus, Again! 
Flash Discourse by Wayne Cresser 

 

Where the Thin Winds Worry 
Flash Discourse by Carolyn Mikulencak 

(not available) 
 

2022 
 

Funny You Should Ask 
Prose Poetry by Brad Rose 

 

Hunger Pains 
Flash Discourse by Mark Blickley 

 

https://ojalart.com/wp-content/uploads/2018.Pushcart-chapbook.final_.pdf
https://ojalart.com/wp-content/uploads/2019.pushcart.chapbook.6-x-9.pdf
https://ojalart.com/wp-content/uploads/Casto-essays.6-x-9.B.pdf
https://ojalart.com/wp-content/uploads/buttonhook2.three-poets-on-craft.CreateSpace-Word-Templates.pdf
https://ojalart.com/wp-content/uploads/buttonhook.Newnham.2.CreateSpace-Word-Templates-002.pdf
https://ojalart.com/wp-content/uploads/Horse.4-frames.2020.chapbook.-6-x-9.pdf
https://ojalart.com/wp-content/uploads/Robishaw.6-x-9-inch-15.24-x-22.86-cm.pdf
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2020-chapbook-seriesissues-of-aesthetic-meaninganne-whitehousethe-imp-of-the-perverseedgar-allan-poes-misplaced-youth/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2021-chapbook-seriesthe-first-annual-ojal-prize-for-flash-discourseselected-and-with-an-introduction-byassociate-editor-pamelyn-casto/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2021-chapbook-seriesflash-discourse-fictionwayne-cresserhere-comes-herodotus-again/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesprose-poetrybrad-rosefunny-you-should-ask/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriesflash-discourse-fictionmark-blickleyhunger-pains/
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Comedy Hour 
Poetry by Bruce Robinson 

 

Delta Notes 
Haiku by Jianqing Zheng 

 

Scaring Crow 
Haiku by Adjei Agyei-Baah 

 

Dust and Rust 
Haibun by Taofeek Ayeyemi 

 

A Sweater for the Tayfel 
Irish/English Haiku by Gabriel Rosenstock 
celebrating the art of Issachar Ber Ryback 

 

Zen and the Art of House Painting 
New and selected flash fiction by Wayne Scheer 

 

The Selborne Haibun 
Irish/English Haibun by Gabriel Rosenstock 

with selections from Gilbert White's The Natural History of Selborne 
 

2023 
 

School Songs 
Haiku and Senryu by Hassane Zemmouri 

 
 

More titles in press 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

The Buttonhook Press Masters Series 
 

Brian Clements on Prose Poetry 
With an Interview of the Master by Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 

 
Mark Budman on Flash Fiction 

With an Interview of the Master by Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 
 

Ray Gonzalez on Prose Poetry 
With an Interview by Associate Editor Pamelyn Casto 

 
 

More titles in press  

https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesbruce-robinsoncomedy-hour/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriespoetry-all-forms-styleshaikujianqing-zhengdelta-notes/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriespoetry-all-forms-styleshaikuadjei-agyei-baahscaring-crow/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriesmixed-formshaibuntaofeek-ayeyemidust-and-rustwith-a-foreword-by-rich-youmans/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesirish-english-haikugabriel-rosenstocka-sweater-for-the-tayfela-celebration-of-the-art-of-issachar-ber-ryback/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriesflash-discourse-fictionwayne-scheerzen-and-the-art-of-house-paintingnew-and-selected-work/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2022-chapbook-seriespoetry-all-forms-stylesirish-english-haikugabriel-rosenstockthe-selborne-haibun/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-press2023-chapbook-seriespoetry-all-forms-styleshaiku-senryuhassane-zemmourischool-songs/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-pressthe-ojal-masters-seriesbrian-clementsseductive-and-subversive-prose-poetry/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-pressthe-ojal-masters-seriesbrian-clementsseductive-and-subversive-prose-poetry/
https://ojalart.com/buttonhook-pressthe-ojal-masters-seriesmark-budmanread-deeper-have-more-fun/
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Buttonhook Press titles on Amazon 

available now 
 

 
 
Pamelyn Casto 
Flash Fiction:  
Alive in the Flicker A Portable Workshop 
 
 
 
 
 
James Weitz 
The Pandemic Letters:  
Interviews with Travelers  
Trapped Abroad During COVID 
 
 

 

 

 

More titles in press 
 

 

 

 
Supporting artists and writers worldwide 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2023 CHAPBOOK Series 
 

$10.50 (USA)                     $13.50 (Canada) 

https://www.amazon.com/Flash-Fiction-Flicker-Pamelyn-Casto/dp/1737774240
https://www.amazon.com/Flash-Fiction-Flicker-Pamelyn-Casto/dp/1737774240
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=the+pandemic+letters&i=stripbooks&crid=3VNIDWGO9HB&sprefix=the+pandemic+letter%2Cstripbooks%2C1099&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=the+pandemic+letters&i=stripbooks&crid=3VNIDWGO9HB&sprefix=the+pandemic+letter%2Cstripbooks%2C1099&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=the+pandemic+letters&i=stripbooks&crid=3VNIDWGO9HB&sprefix=the+pandemic+letter%2Cstripbooks%2C1099&ref=nb_sb_noss
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